
Objective of today’s Workshop
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• Present cost modelling work done by Axon Consulting

• Project milestones

• Latest model results

• Results of stakeholder consultations

• The objective of today’s Workshop is not to present Commission’s 
policy proposals

• Commission’s analysis of the outcomes of the cost model will not start 
until the model is finalised

• Cost model includes several scenarios: all will be considered by the 
Commission in its future policy work

• Commission will have regard to other relevant information to inform its 
policy proposals



Next steps mobile model and roaming
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1
Finalisation of cost model in time for Commission’s roaming review

June 2019

2
Publication of the final version of the model and associated documentation

July 2019

3
2019 Roaming Review

December 2019



Commission’s future work on roaming
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• Commission’s analysis of cost model outputs will start once model is 
finalised

• Cost model’s outputs just one element of Commission’s analysis:

• Wholesale roaming market prices

• Wholesale mobile access market prices

• Retail prices

• Commission’s past proposals have always ensured cost recovery: aim 
of wholesale caps is to trigger competitive dynamics below caps

• If the Commission makes a legislative proposal on the wholesale 
roaming market, and if the cost model is relevant in this context, 
Axon Consulting will be available to advise the Commission and co-
legislators during this period



Next steps Eurorate delegated act
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1
Public consultation on policy aspects of the delegated act

July – September 2019

2
Submission of draft delegated act to Member States and BEREC/publication for feedback

Q4 2019/Q1 2020

3
Proposal by the Commission

Expected Q2 2020 (Code’s deadline is no later than 31 December 2020)



Commission’s future work on Eurorate
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• Commission’s analysis of cost model outputs will start once model is 
finalised

• The Commission shall consider several factors jointly with the 
outcomes of the cost model, including:

• Ensure recovery of efficient costs estimated according to criteria in Annex 
III of EECC (followed by Axon Consulting’s cost model)

• Regulated rates in force before adoption of the delegated act

• Only a single EU-wide cap can be applicable (except during first 12-
month transition period)

• The Commission shall take into account, inter alia, the above 
elements in the EECC in determining the level of the mobile Eurorate
for each year of application


